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The Northrop N9}_-2 airplane has been tested in ]_he 40-

by 80-foot wind tunnel _o evaluate the airplane efficiency

factor and to investigate the characteristics of the aero-

boost in the eleven control system, l_oager fllght-test re-

sults had indicated a low airplane efficiency factor; how-

ever, the test results reported herein indicate an ail,plane

efficiency factor of 0.80 for the airplane in the clean

configuration at a test speed of lO0 miles per hour. This

value compares reasonably well with those obtained on con-

ventional airplanes.

The aeroboost system appeared satlsfactory_ although

modifications are necessary to fully utilize the balance

pressures available, The ineffectiveness of the system was

traced to leakage within the aeroboost valve. It is esti-

mated that when the leakage can be eliminated, the _'anSo of

eleven deflections available by aeroboost will be increased



about 70 percent.

Valve-chatter tests indicated that the chatter was not

severe and that a valve spring with the proper preload should

remove any tendency for chatter except possibly at very high

flight speeds. In the pilot's opinion, the aeroboost was

sufficiently perfected to allow flight tests of the N9_-2

without incurring any undue risk.

INTRODUCTI ON

The Northrop N9M-2 airplane is a flying model of the

proposed XB-35 airplane. Small-scale wind-tunnel models of

the XB-35 have previously been tested to obtain the general

airplane characteristics (refercnces 1 and 2). The purpose

of the wind-tunnel tests of the N9_-2 reported herein was

(1) to evaluate the airplane efficiency factor which was re-

ported from meager flight-test data to be low, and (2) to

determine the characteristics of the aeroboost in the eleven

control system.

Boc_u_of the size of the XB-35, a boost will be needed

in the eleven control system to bring control forces within

the desired limits. The aeroboost system was designed by

Northrop Aircraft, Inc., and installed in the N9N-2. Since

the aeroboost system was new and little information existed

concerning its characteristics, wind-tunnel tests were do-

sired prior to actual flight tests to indicate the safety

and adequacy of the balance system for use in flight and,
_J



further, to indicate possible improvements.

DESCRIPTION OF AIRPLANE

The NgM-2 airplane is a flying model (approx. 3S-per-

cent scale) of the proposed XB-35 flying-wing bomber, but

differs from the XB-35 in that it is propelled by two pusher

propellers rather than four. Figure 1 presents a throe-view

drawing of the N9r_-2, and figure 2 shows the airplane mount-

ed in the tunnel. Notable geometric characteristics of the

wing are high taper and sweepback, pitch flaps near the wing

tips to trim the airplane when the landing flaps are deflect-

ed, and true-profile elevens which may be moved together as

elevators or moved differentially as ailerons. The basic

dimensions of the airplane arc given in table I.

The elevens are provided with an aeroboost system to

reduce control-column forces. In figure 3 are presented

schematic diagrams of the aeroboost ducting system and con-

trol linkage. As will be noted from the diagrams, any dif-

ferential movement between the control column and cloven,

produced by the eleven resisting the control-colu_un movement,

actuates the valve. The valve then directs impact pressures

from the scoop, and static pressures from the exit, to the

balance chambers, in order to balance the external air

forces on the eleven. The eleven control system is provided

with a follow-up mechanism which gives direct pilot control

over the cloven after the Valve has reached its open or
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closed limit. Thus, if a fully open or closed valve does

not provide sufficient pressure differential between the

balance chambers to enforce the doslred eleven movement,

the follow-up mcchanlsm automatically transmits any addi-

tional stick-force directly to the eleven. Also, due to

the follow-up mechanism, the control-column position is

essentially proportional to the eleven defloctlon.

TESTS AND PROCEDURE

For the drag tests the airplane was mounted as an air-

foil is normally mounted in the tunnel. The main airplane

support struts and angle-of-attack links wore attached to

fittings on the main spar and roar spar, respectively.

Strength limitations of the airplane structure at the points

of attachment roqulrod_that the test sposdbo"kopt under lO0

miles per hour (Reynolds number = 8,400,000) and that the

pitching moments be low. The surface of the wing was painted

and sanded prior to the tests, giving an aerodynamically

clean but not highly polished surface. No attempt was made

to seal or fair the inspectlon-hole covers, since it was

desired to obtain the drag of the airplane in the normal

flight configuration.

Since use of the airfoil mounting system necessitated

very low test velocities with the elevens deflected, due to

the low strength of the rear spar at the points of attach-

mont to the angle-of-attack links, tests of the aeroboost
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system wore made with the airplane mounted on the normal

three-strut airplane support system. A tail boom connecting

the airplane to the rear airplane support strut was substi-

tuted for the anglo-of-attack links, movement of the roar

support strut controlling the anglo of attack. Duplicate

tests wore made with the airplane mounted as an airfoil, and

mounted on the throe-strut support to assess the tare of the

tail boom.

The static aoroboost characteristics wore obtained by

holding various fixed angles of attack and varying the

valve position throughout its operating range. Force-test

data, impact pressure in the scoop, static pressure in the

exit, pressure differential between the balance chambers,

eleven position, and valve position wore recorded for each

valve setting. Hinge moments were determined by use of a

ground calibration of hinge moment against pressure differ-

ential between the balance chambers. For these tests the

follow-up mechanism was removed.

Dynamic characteristics of the aeroboost system were

obtained with a pilot at the controls to obtain his reac-

tion to the aeroboost characteristics and to determine the

effect on valve chatter of damping springs attached to the

valves. Tests were made at various angles of attack and

speeds with various damping springs on the valves (with the

follow-up mechanism in place) to study the valve-chatter

characteristics. Control response was also studied at



various speeds and attitudes.

Continuous oscillograph records were made of dynamic

characteristics of the aeroboost system for various control

movements, A typical example of these records is presented

in figure 4. Duo to bulkiness, the complete records are

not presented in this report but arc retained in the Amos

Laboratory files.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

The test results presented in this report are in the

form of standard I_CA coefficients which are dcflnod in

table II. The pitching moments are referred to a center of

gravity located 25 percent M.A.C. aft of the M.A.C. leading

edge and 4.19 percent M.A.C. above the root chord. All data

have been corrected for support tares, flow inclination,

tunnel-wall effects, and tail-boom effect where the tail

boom was used.

The results of tests to evaluate the airplane efficien-

cy factor arc presented in figure 5 for test speeds of lO0

miles per hour (R = 8,400,000) and 80 miles per hour (R =

6,600,000). For these tests the airplane was in the clcan

configuration with the aoroboost scoops removed and the

exits sealed (to correspond to prcvious flight-test con-

figurations). For a test speed of lO0 miles per hour, the

airplane efficiency factor

lift coefficients tested.

e is 0.80 over the range of

When the _est speed was reduced

_L
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to 80 miles per hour, the value of c was greater than

0.80 for llft coefflclcnts below 0.5 and less than 0.80 for

higher llft cocfficlents. These values compare reasonably

well with those for conventional airplanes.

The above data have been replotted in figure G to a

minimum-drag scale. At a lift coefficient of O.1 (approx-

imate high-speed lift coefficient), drag coefficients of

0.0129 and 0,0123 wcre measured for test spccds of lO0

miles per hour and 80 miles per hour, respectively.

An attcmpt was made to determine the effect of the

aeroboost scoops and exit slots on the lift, drag, and

pitching-moment characteristics of the airplane. As shown

in figure V, thc scoop and exit had little effect on the

llft and pltching-momcnt charactcrlstics. In figure 8 it

will be noted that at a lift coefficient of O.1 the scoops

produced a drag-cocfficlcnt increment of 0.0007, but that

unsealing the exlt slots rcduccd the drag. It is probabl_

that the drag reduction realized by opening thc slots was

duc to leakage through the acroboost valve from scoops to

exits, causing a rcduction in the drag of the scoops.

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) present the effect of eleven de-

flection on the aerodynamic charactorlstics of the airplane

and on the general charactcr_istlcs of the aoroboost system.

It is to bc noted in figure 9(b) that a fully open or

fully closed valve gives only about one-half the pressure

differential between the balance chambers that is available



between scoop and exit. Visual observations taken during

the tests indicated that practically the entire pressure

less occurred within the valve as leakage between impact and

static ducts. Further evidences of valve inefficiency are

the differential pressures, indicated by the flagged symbols

of figure 9(b), which were obtained with the valve fully

closed and the impact passage to the lower balance chamber

sealed off. (Because of the inaccessibility of the passage

which directed static pressure to the valve for the upper

balance chamber, sealing off this passage would hava re-

quired too much time; consequently, this modification was

not made.) The resulting pressure differential between the

balance chambers was 18 to 80 percent hlg_her than was pre-

viously obtained. If it had been feasible to seal off the

static passage to the upper balance chambers, it is probable

that much greater gains would have been realized.

An improved valve having no leakage and giving full

available pressure differential between the balance cham-

bers should give eleven deflections which could be approx-

imated by continuation of the curves of figure 9(b) to the

point where the full available pressure exists between the

balance chambers. For airplane velocities within the normal

flight range, a summary is presented in figure lO of (1)

eleven d_flectlon requlrod for longitudinal trim for level

flight with center of gravity located at 25 percent of the

mean aerodynamic chord, (5) eleven deflections attainable
_j'
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with the present aoroboos_ systGm, and (3) eleven deflec-

tions which, it is estimated, would be obtainable if no

leakage occurred within the valve. As shown in figure lO,

with the present aeroboost approximately Vo up eleven

and lO ° down eleven can be realized beyond that required

for longitudinal trim for level flight throughout the

flight range; whereas, if leakage were eliminated in th_

valves, approximately 12 ° up eleven and 18 ° down eleven

would be realized beyond that required for trim (c.g. at

25 percent M.A.C.). The pilot can obtain greater deflec-

tion through the follow-up mechanism as previously de-

scribed.

The preliminary valve-chatter tests indicated that

the chatter was not sovoro, and that it could be started

only at the higher test speeds and for a very limited ele-

ven-angle range. Since any amount of chatter is undesir-

able, an attempt was made to eliminate the chatter tenden-

cies by introduction of a valve damping spring in the

aoroboost system. It was observed that at each airplane

attitude there was a test speed below which chatter could

not be started and, further, that as the preload on the

damping spring was increased the minimum velocity for

chatter was increased. These test results are shown graph-

ically in figure ll where, for various valve springs, the

minimum speed for chatter is plotted against airplane lift

coefficient. The intersections of these curves with the

level-flight curve (also shown in fig. ll)

• °

indicate the
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lowest speeds at which chatter can be induced in l_vel

flight. With the greater spring proload, this speed was

over 145 miles per hour, a gain of more than 45 miles per

hour above the value for no spring. (The value of 145

miles per hour is arrived at from a conservative extrapo-

lation. Airplane structural limitations on test speed

prevented testing at sufficiently high velocity in the

tunnel to attain the minimum speed for chatter at low llft

coefficients with spring 2 installed.) Based upon those

results it appears that a valve spring with the proper

proload should remove any tendency for chatter, excQpt

possibly at very high flight speeds.

In the pilot's opinion the aeroboost was sufficiently

perfected to allow flight tests of the N9M-2 without in-

curring any undue risk.

CONCLUDING RE_I_RKS

The airplane efficiency factor for the N9M-2 is not as

high as might be expected from a flying-wlng design, but

compares reasonably well with the efflclency factors for

conventional design. Although the aeroboost system as

tested appeared sufficiently perfected to allow flight

tests of the N9M-2 airplane in comparative safety, it is

felt that an attempt should be made to eliminate the valve

leakage prior to flight tests_
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TABLE I.- DI_ENSIONS OF THE NORTHROP N9}%2 AIRPlaNE _

Wing area .............. 490 sq ft

]Ving span .............. 60 ft

Aspect ratio ............. '7.4

Taper ratio . ............ 4:1

Root chord .............. 15.08 ft

Theoretical section ....... NACA 65,5-019

Enlarged section ........ NACA 68,5-024

Tip chord .............. $.25 ft

Theoretical section ....... NACA 65,5-018

[_ean aerodynamic chord ........ 9.17 ft

Dihedral (at 25 percent chord)

Root chord to station 99 .... 2°

Station 90 to tip ........

Swcc]_back (at 25 percent chord) . . . 21°56 '

Geo_nctric washout at wing tip .... 40

_Elevon area aft of hinge line (each). 17.15 sq ft

SElevon chord aft of hi, go _no (constant) 1.60 ft

Gross weight ............ 6S26 lb

Wing loading. . . .......... 12.9 lb per sq ft

Center of gravity ........ 25 percent M.A.C. aft of

M.A.C. loading edge,

4.19 percent H.A.C. above

root chord

_Dimcnsional data takcn from Northrop Aircraft, Inc.,

drawing 506070 (drawn ii-7-41) except as note6.
}_Ioasurcd dimension or deduced from measured dimension.
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TABLE II. COEFFICIENTS AND S'_'{BOLS ±0,_ T_
NORTIiROP NgH-2 AIRPLANE

CL

CD

Cm

Ch o

L

D

M

H

q

S

C

So

CO

Ha

Pa

_p

R

llft coefficient (L/qS)

drag coefficient (D/qs)

pitching-moment coefficient (H/qSc)

cloven hinge-moment coefficient (H/qScc o)

llft, pounds

drag, pounds

pitching moment, foot-pounds

eleven hinge moment, foot-pounds. Positive hinge :uo-

mont tends to deflect cloven downward.

dynamic pressure (_-_Vs ), pounds per square foot

wing area = 490 square feet

moan aerodynamic chord of wing = 9°19 foot

area of eleven aft of hinge line -- 17.15 square feet

each

chord of eleven aft of hinge line = 1.60 foot

impact pressure in aoroboost scoop, pounds per square

foot

static pressure in acroboost exit, pounds per square

foot

pressure dlffcrontial between upper and lower balance

chambers, pounds per square foot

test Reynolds number based on mean acrodynmmic

chord

_C Cl,q_-IDD_;T IAL



TABLE II.- COHCLUDED. NORTHROPN9}_-2 A!RPI_I{E

O

A

P

V

_O u

$c

airplano officioncy factor . I/_A \

(dc / cS
aspoct ratio = V.4

:_nss donsity, slugs per cubic foot

velocity, foot per second

viscosity, pound-seconds per square foot

corrcctod anglo of attack of root chord, dogroos

uncorroctod anglo of attack of root chord, dogroos

olcvon dofloction, dcgrcos. Positivo dcf!oction down-

ward.

_E_TIAL-.
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PiGURE LEGZNDL

• T T"
Pigure i.- Thrue-vi_w drav:in S of Northrop x_9._-2 :.irpicmc.

PLcurc 2.- Th_ Yorthrop YgLi-_ airplane mounted in _h_ YACA

40- by SO-foot tunnel. (a) Throe-quarter front view
iro_] b_lov_'. (b) Throe-quarter front vi_v/ from above.

Fisurc 3.- Loroboost ducting system and control linkasc for

Yorthrop I,TgM-2 airplane.

Pisur_ 4.- Typical example of oscillograph records (reduced)

of dynamic characteristics of aoroboosb system of Northrop

I,:9}._- 2 airplane.

Figur_ 5.- Variation of dra 6 coefficient with lift coeffi-

cient squared for i_orthrop N9::-2 cirplano. Complete air-

plane with scoops off and _xits scaled.

Figure 6.- Effect of dyn::uic pressure on minimum _-_...._._ cocf-
.... ::1..L O.L_Ig_J ,fici_nt of Northrop _'_9:;-2_'-_ _

Figure 7.- Effects of acroboost scoops and exits on aero-

dynamic characteristics of Yorthrop I,Tg_I-Zairplane.
D_nqamic pressure, 15 ]b/sq ft; Reynolds number, 6.6 x I0 s.

Piguro 8.- Effect of n_roboost scoops end exits on minimum

dra_ of Northrop U9[-2 ::irplanc. D:u_amic pressure 15
lo/sq ft; Reynolds number, 6.6 x iO _.

Figure 9.- Characteristics oz the acroboost system at vari-

ous _auslcs of attack for ];orthrop N9};I-2 airplane.

(a) CL, Cm, the vs 6o-

Piguru 9 Concluded (b) Valve position, Ha - Pa Ap

vs 60. Northrop N9H-9 airplane, q q

Figuro I0.- Comparison of ulovon deflection roquir_d for

trim, eleven deflection mvai!ablc with pros@nt r_roboost

system, and _iovon dof!cction possible with no w_ivo

iockagc for ITorthrop N9:[-$ airpl_o.

Figure Ii.- Effect of aoroboost w!vc springs on the mini-

mum velocity at ,J_hich chattor occurred. Eorthrop N9}_[-Z

airplane.
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c

(a) Three-quarter front view from below.

(b) Throe-quarter front view from above.

17i<_uro 2.- The i]orthrop li!}}l-2 airplane mounted
in the NACA $0- by S0-foot tunnel.
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e×ff. {]_p_ . _f- e×i't _upper s_rf_ce

f/J---_ ___ r_pper balar_ce chc_mber

_£cherno+_ic dic_cjram of _¢ro-boosl

d uclincj s_te_

J tJ,f_llelosealtI

ltt _t,
flap_ xe_'t detail of valve

C
idlers

_ _ "')
I conLrol column i

la linkage el_von

" (_ ")"-- Va Ire

Schgm_tic diagram of aero boosh
conf.rc I linkage

3-Aero boos+, due.Ling s£1stem and control l,'nkage for"
Northrop NgM-2 o_rplane.
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